Dear Kwangjin,

It's been too many years my friend, can I impose on you to help me with a project I have in mind?

I am interested in making common drinking straws that are extremely toxin free and that will not deform when left in boiling water.

As you can imagine they must have enough strength to remain round when potentially soft and must not collapse when slight vacuum pressure is applied as would be found in a normal drinking situation. Wall thickness can be significantly increased -- that is not a problem. Which FDA and BPA Free, high temperature polypropylene (or other more suitable plastic, please -- I defer to your knowledge) such as Polyoxymethylene Copolymer (POM) or Acetal Copolymer,  do you offer that is best for this task and has the correct very hot water structural strength and resistance to remain toxin free at that extreme temperature? My initial order, depending on the thickness of the straw wall... would be between 8 and 10 metric tons.

The material must also be able to be Colorized.

The colorants used must be chosen from a list of pigments approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for food contact. If the colorants are not food grade, they must be tested to make sure they will not leach out of the plastic and into the food or beverage. Please advise supplier to send samples of plastics and colorants to me at the same address on record.  1,000 grams of plastic and 25 grams of each colorant would be sufficient for testing these samples with a Jasco X-LC 3000 UHPLC to insure that this material performs to the highest standard.

So, please warn them -- this material is going to be tested with Liquid Chromatography -- no sense trying to sell the cheap stuff, if it going to fail.

Be aware that this product MUST be compliant with applicable USA FDA regulations for food contact subject to the limitations listed below. This product must be formulated using polyacetal base resin that is compliant for use in food contact applications according to (CFR), Title 21, 177.2470. Any additives, that may be present, must comply with appropriate, specific FDA Regulations for release of toxins in fluids not to exceed 250 deg F per 177.2470.       

If there is a superior product that is cost effective, please advise… my target price point is no higher than 20% more than conventional drinking straws.

Also, please advise as to what shipping to Los Angeles, CA for 10 tons would cost, typical Customs Duties and Fees as raw material, and if you would apply your experience with the cost differential -- that importing as finished product might add to Customs Duties and Fees -- that would be most helpful.  If the difference is insignificant, then I'll have to consider the volume difference as finished straws (weight/volume) versus (volume/weight) -- and possibly having one of your accomplished clients doing the injection molding for us.

Yiwu Mengte Commodities and Shuangtong Daily Necessities are both in Yiwu City as well… and perhaps they would take this formulation and produce a run for me -- I believe they are not far from you. As fierce competitors, a bonus for you if they produce the die for free, (it's silly simple, so they should easily agree) I'm sure you'll be able to negotiate this without too much difficulty.

My terms: 30/run, 30/pass inspection, 10/loaded, 30/clearing customs.

Same arrangements as last time… if you will handle all details for me, 5.5% of all invoices for materials or finished goods shipped.

Your attention to this request is greatly appreciated... this next visit… I wish to take you and Pei Qi out to dinner again and celebrate.

This time, you must let me pay!!

Thank you my friend!

Robert
